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Summary 
 The master thesis discusses the service-oriented economy paradigms with the focus 
on the company’s competitiveness. Specifically it points at the competitive advantages 
which can be achieved or promoted through service innovation.  
 The theoretical background demostrates the specifics and the importance of services 
in today`s leading economies. It shows the competitive strategies used in service 
companies and compares them with the known strategies defined for and used in 
product-oriented economy.  
 The thesis analyzes more closely the service innovation methods used by the IBM 
GSDC Brno company in the global IT services area. It indicates and discusses the main 
problems of service innovation which can hinder the competitive advantage 
development as well as the current and future trends in the IT services sector. 
 As a result the thesis proposes the improved approaches to service innovation which 
can lead to better competitiveness on the global service marketplace. 
Abstrakt 
 Diplomová práce pedstavuje paradigmata servisn orientované ekonomiky 
z hlediska konkurenceschopnosti firmy. Zamuje se na konkurenní výhody, kterých 
lze dosáhnout nebo podporovat rozvojem služeb. 
 Teoretický základ prezentuje specifika a význam sektoru služeb v souasných 
nejvysplejších ekonomikách. Jmenuje hlavní konkurenní strategie používané 
v sektoru služeb a srovnává je se zažitými strategiemi známými z produktov
orientované ekonomiky. 
 Práce blíže analyzuje metody rozvoje služeb ve spolenosti IBM GSDC Brno 
v oblasti globalních IT služeb. Pojednává o hlavních problémech spojených s jejich 
inovací a zárove naznauje souasné a budoucí trendy v oblasti IT služeb.  
 V praktické návrhové ásti jsou prezentovány nové pístupy k rozvoji služeb, které 
by mohly podpoit konkurenceschopnost firmy na globálním trhu služeb. 
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1. Introduction 
 The introduction section of this master’s thesis is dedicated to the general background 
and structure of the thesis. It briefly demonstrates the role of services in today’s economics, 
the author’s motivation for the topic selection, the goals which shall be achieved and the 
methodology, which will be used for the thesis` elaboration. 
1.1 Motivation 
 The services have been the fastest evolving and growing sector of the economics 
during the last decades. This sector has today a share of over 70 % of the GDP in world’s 
most developed economies like USA, UK, Japan, Germany and others. In Czech Republic 
in 2008 it had it’s share of 58,7 % of GDP. 56 % of all employees work in the service 
sector and this rate is further long-term increasing.   
However, compared with the manufacturing industry, productivity in the service sector 
is low and there is a lot of space for improvement. The need for service innovations to fuel 
further economic growth and to raise quality and productivity levels of services is very 
important today. But even the largest corporations have problems when it comes to service 
innovation, because of the little experience and capability. Many strategies are based 
simply on intuition. These and many more aspects affect company’s ability to compete on 
the global marketplace. 
Some leaders still think of services from the classical product-oriented point of view. 
As the service has many specifics like intangibility, co-creation of value together with the 
client, problems with measurement, testing etc., its competitive strategy needs to reflect 
these as well. What the service-oriented economics needs is a shift in thinking from the 
product- to service-oriented way when it comes to perception of competition.  
In this master’s thesis I would like to contribute to the effort in further evolution of the 
services by analyzing the possible gains and methods of service innovation, which lead to 
company’s competitiveness.  
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The shift in thinking can be achieved also through education. As the current university 
education programs often lack the support of service-oriented multidisciplinary education, I 
hope, that this thesis could be one of the inspiring sources for anyone interested in the 
future of services.  
1.2 Goals 
The final goal of this master’s thesis is to propose more effective approaches to service 
innovation with the focus on the competitiveness.  
To enable the final deduction, the thesis will first demonstrate the role and importance 
of service sector in today’s developed economies. It will analyze the service specifics and 
the competitive strategies used in this sector. The results will be compared with the 
common strategies used in product-oriented economics. This comparison shall bring 
forward the difference and the need for a distinct approach to the service company 
competitiveness. 
Service innovation and its methods and specifics are the topic of the next part of the 
master’s thesis. Considering that a service is unlike a product a time-perishable, intangible 
experience, where both sides – the customer and the service provider - are active in co-
creation of the value, the service innovation brings new problems with it – problems with 
evaluation of the service, testing, measurement of productivity etc. The conclusion of this 
section shall be the listing of the service innovation key-stones and most effective 
approaches seen from the competitiveness` point of view.   
In the practical part of the thesis, I analyze more closely the situation in the IT strategic 
outsourcing area and the service innovation methods used on this field by an international 
IT corporation – IBM and the subsidiary IBM GSDC Brno company. Based on the analysis 
findings, I propose the improved approaches to service innovation, which could help the 
company to operate more effectively on the global marketplace.  
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1.3 Methodology 
As the service science and service innovation areas are still evolving, the foundations of 
this thesis remain in theoretical background, but host a creative approach to the topic.  
The first phase of the thesis` creation has been dedicated to a deep study of the service-
oriented economy and service science. As there is currently no comprehensive and widely 
acknowledged theory on this subject, the theoretical part of this thesis spreads over the 
chapters 2, 3 and 4, where each chapter discusses one of the key theoretical background 
areas for this master’s thesis – the service economy in chapter 2, competitiveness and 
competitive strategies in chapter 3 and service innovation in chapter 4.  
Inspiring and useful sources about service science and service innovation have become 
the IBM Academic initiative materials on the Service Science Management & Engineering 
(SSME) topic, as well as the materials from the Service Research and Innovation Initiative 
(SRII), which is a global initiative involving corporations, governments and universities, 
who share their information and ideas on the present and future challenges of the service 
sector.  
The knowledge in the competitive strategies used in the service sector will be extracted 
from the publications by Hitt [15], Šmerda [32], Lowe [22] and others. Results shall be 
compared with the “classical” strategies for product-oriented economics as defined by 
Porter [23] and Kotler [19]. 
The deductions from the previous sections shall be applied during the analysis of the 
service innovation activities of the IBM GSDC Brno company, where the author works. 
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 have been devoted to the analysis part of this thesis. 
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Findings from the analysis chapters have been used as a foundation for the proposal 
part in the chapter 9, where the author designs possible improved approaches resulting in 
better competitiveness of this company that might be achieved through service innovation. 
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2. Service economy 
Agriculture and manufacturing used to be the major elements of the modern world’s 
economies during the last centuries. This situation changed dramatically over the last 
decades of the 20th century. Now, services are a critical element and service innovation 
becomes an important area in which corporations, governments and universities are looking 
for the means to fuel the further economic growth. 
The growth of the global service economy has led to a dramatic increase in our daily 
interactions with highly specialized service systems. These daily service interactions are 
both frequent and diverse, and may include retail, financial, healthcare, education, on-line, 
communications, technical support, entertainment, transportation, legal, professional, 
government, or many other types of specialized interactions. We often play the role of 
customer in these interactions, but we also play the role of provider at home and at work. 
The purpose of these many interactions is to create (or sometimes to mitigate the 
destruction of) the value of some type. 
  
Today, the services have the biggest share on the GDP in most of the developed 
countries. In Czech Republic 58,7 % of the GDP in 2008 has been coming from the service 
sector, 38,7 % from industry and 2,6 % from agriculture (see Figure 2.1). The situation is 
very similar in other neighbor countries like Slovakia, Poland, and Hungary.  
On the GDP of the whole EU in year 2008 services have gained the share of 71,7% [7]. In 
countries with large developed economics like Germany, USA and others, the service 
sector takes even a much bigger share on the GDP results than in Czech Republic, it gains 
over 70% of the GDP share. 
The structure of the employment market in Czech Republic has changed dramatically 
over the last 10 years as well. Employment rate in the primary sector (agriculture, forestry, 
fishery), where the employment share is sinking since the 90ties, stagnates now at 3,6 %. In 
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the secondary sector (industry, building industry) there are employed slightly over 40 % of 
all employees. But the employment experiences a continual long-term growth in the tertiary 
sector, which are the services, with the share of over 56 % of all employees in 2007 [10].  
Figure 2.1: GDP Composition by Sectors in Czech Republic in 2008  
(by author, based on [7]) 
The International Labor Organization released a report in January 2007 that stated there 
are, for the first time in human history, more service jobs in the world (40 %) than 
agriculture (39.6 %) and nearly doubles those of manufacturing (20.4 %). Furthermore, this 
shift to service jobs is continuing to increase rapidly in both developed and developing 
nations [29].  
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Figure 2.2: GDP Composition by Sector and Labour Force by Occupation [12] 
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2.1 Definition of service 
Service is a term that is used in many ways, often to refer to the value of actions, 
experience, or assurances, rather than the value of physical things. 
Service has been defined as:  
• a time-perishable, intangible experience performed for a customer acting in the role 
of co-producer. Fitzsimmons [11]; 
• application of competence (knowledge, expertise, resources, relationships) for the 
benefit of another entity. Vargo & Lusch [34]; 
• economic activities offered by one party to another, most commonly employing 
time-based performances to bring about desired results in recipients themselves or 
in objects or other assets for which purchasers have responsibility. In exchange for 
their money, time, and effort, service customers expect to obtain value from access 
to goods, labor, professional skills, facilities, networks, and systems; but they do not 
normally take ownership of any of the physical elements involved. Lovelock [21];  
• the application of competencies for the benefit of another, meaning that service is a 
kind of action, performance, or promise that is exchanged for value between 
provider and client. Spohrer [31]. 
2.2 Service specifics 
The definitions vary in details and expressions used, but they are based on the same 
general set of key characteristics:  
1. Intangibility
Services are intangible and insubstantial - they cannot be touched, handled, looked at, 
tasted or heard. There is neither potential nor need for transport, storage or stocking of 
services. Furthermore, a service cannot be (re)sold or owned by somebody. In a service 
business the atmosphere, the attitude and the feelings, that are part of the whole experience, 
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are intangible, but are the critical aspects of the service, that affect the competitiveness of 
the service. 
2. Perishability
 Services are perishable in two regards: 
• The service relevant resources, processes and systems are assigned for service 
delivery during a definite period in time. If the consumer does not request and 
consume the designated or scheduled service during this period, the service cannot 
be performed for him. From the perspective of the service provider, this is a lost 
business opportunity as he cannot charge any service delivery; potentially, he can 
assign the resources, processes and systems to another service consumer who 
requests a service. Example: An empty seat on a plane never can be utilized and 
charged after departure. 
• When the service has been completely rendered to the requesting service consumer, 
this particular service irreversibly vanishes as it has been consumed by the service 
consumer. Example: The passenger has been transported to the destination and 
cannot be transported again to this location at this point in time. 
3. Inseparability
 The service provider is indispensable for service delivery as he must promptly generate 
and render the service to the requesting service consumer. In many cases the service 
delivery is executed automatically, but the service provider must preparatorily assign 
resources and systems and actively keep up appropriate service delivery readiness and 
capabilities. Additionally, the service consumer is inseparable from service delivery 
because he is involved in it from requesting it up to consuming the rendered benefits. 
Examples: The service consumer must sit in the plane & seat; correspondingly, the pilot 
must be in the same plane, respectively, for delivering the service. 
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4. Simultaneity
 Services are rendered and consumed during the same period of time. As soon as the 
service consumer has requested the service (delivery), the particular service must be 
generated from scratch without any delay and friction and the service consumer 
instantaneously consumes the rendered benefits for executing his upcoming activity or task.  
5. Variability
 Each service is unique. It is one-time generated, rendered and consumed and can never 
be exactly repeated as the point in time, location, circumstances, conditions, current 
configurations and/or assigned resources are different for the next delivery, even if the 
same service consumer requests the same service. Many services are regarded as 
heterogeneous or lacking homogeneity and are typically modified for each service 
consumer or each new situation (consumerized) [15].
 Services are value coproduction performances and promises between clients and 
providers, with alternative work sharing, risk sharing, information sharing, asset sharing, 
and decision sharing arrangements and relationships (promises to perform now or in the 
future, once or repeatedly, when needed or demanded, standard or customized, satisfaction 
guaranteed or best effort, service levels fixed or variable). 
2.3 Service systems 
 Service systems are ancient, since the dawn of specialized knowledge and the division 
of labor, and are now rapidly evolving as costs plummet due to information and 
communication technologies (ICT) innovations that accelerate the creation of and sharing 
of specialized knowledge assets. 
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 According to Spohrer and Kwan [29] the service systems exist and expand because of 
the value of the growing body of specialized knowledge assets distributed across a growing 
population of specialized people, and because of the mathematical advantages of dependent 
win-win value co-creation (value propositions) and collective-win (governance 
mechanisms) interactions over purely independent ‘do-it-all-myself” activities. Service 
systems (normatively) co-create value by applying specialized knowledge of diverse 
capabilities (provider perspective) and reciprocal needs (customer perspective) as they 
interact with and establish relationships or one time encounters with other service systems. 
  
 Designing a rational value proposition cannot be achieved successfully without ample 
consideration of the competition. Competitors who design new innovations can make a 
previous service offering irrelevant or undermine the basic logic of a provider’s value 
proposition to its customers.  
 In the current situation, when the economy is facing the impact of what started as a 
financial crisis in 2008, the competitiveness of the company becomes more important than 
ever. Previously mentioned service specifics bring up the need for a new approach to 
competitiveness and its strategy, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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3. Competitiveness 
One of the primary goals of each enterprise is to gain profit through its economical 
activity - products or services. In order to be successful on the market, the company has to 
define and implement a successful competitive strategy, which will exploit its competitive 
advantages and beat the competitors. 
 High-profit markets attract more competitors, where each enterprise wants to occupy as 
big market share as possible. The competitive strategy shall define firm’s plans, tactics and 
means on both situations – how to overplay the competitors and how to resist their attack. 
Firms with suitable, well prepared and functional competitive strategy have the best 
chances to increase, or at least to keep their market share.  
 In this chapter I would like to outline the common used strategies, comparison of 
paradigms of the product-oriented and service-oriented economy, which will highlight the 
main difference in service competitive strategies and elements they are based upon. 
3.1 Strategies in product-oriented economy 
Although they have been created more than 3 decades ago, the strategies used in the 
product-oriented economy are still more-or-less based upon the generic strategies defined 
by Michael Porter in 1970s (cost-leadership, differentiation, differentiation focus and cost 
focus). The main approaches to the strategy definition use the I/O model of above-average 
returns or the Resource based view model (RBV). 
3.1.1 The I/O model of above-average returns 
 The I/O Model of above-average returns (see Figure 3.1) uses Porter’s five forces 
model of competition as an analytical tool. It is focused on external factors – especially 
industrial structure. 
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 When using the I/O Model, the company accepts that everything comes out from 
external environment. The model assumes that the industry segments are determined and it 
suggests that above-average returns are earned when firms implement the strategy dictated 
by the characteristics of the general industry and competitor environments. The firm’s 
resources play a minor role. 
Figure 3.1: I/O Model of Above-Average Returns [15]
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3.1.2 The Resource based view (RBV) model 
 On the other hand, the resource based strategy is focused on the internal resources of 
the firm. We consider resources to be the assets, skills, and capabilities of the firm. 
Resources are the critical building blocks of strategy, because they determine not what a 
firm wants to do, but what it can do [9]. 
 The process of applying resource-based strategy is shown in Figure 3.2. To craft a 
resource-based strategy, a firm must first identify and evaluate internal resources to find 
those on which it should base its future competitive advantage. This process involves 
defining the set of resources the firm possesses, and then applying the test laid out in the 
principles section to determine which of those are truly valuable [9]. 
 The main objective is to discover resources and capabilities which become the core 
competencies. Core competencies are resources and capabilities that serve as a source of 
competitive advantage for a firm over its rivals. Core competencies have these 
characteristics:  
1. Potential access to a wide variety of markets – the core competency must be capable of 
developing new products and services. 
2. A core competency must make a significant contribution to the perceived benefits of the  
end product. 
3. Core competencies should be difficult for competitors to imitate. In many industries, 
such competencies are likely to be unique. 
 Hitt [15] argues that many resources can either be imitated or substituted over time. 
Therefore, it is difficult to achieve and sustain a competitive advantage based on resources. 
Despite this fact, we will see the importance of resources especially in service strategies 
later. Hitt at least gives an example with core competencies of managers: managerial 
competencies are important in most firms. For example, managers often have valuable 
human (education and experience) and social capital (ties to important customers or critical 
external organizations such as suppliers). Such competencies may include the capability to 
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effectively organize and govern complex and diverse operations and the capability to create 
and communicate a strategic vision. 
Figure 3.2: Resource Based Model of Above-Average Returns [15] 
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3.1.3 Porter`s business-level strategies 
 The I/O model or the RBV model are the basic approaches to the definition of 
company’s business-level strategy. Strategies used in product-oriented economy are often 
based on the 4 Porter`s generic strategies – cost leadership, differentiation, cost focus and 
differentiation focus. 
Cost leadership 
 The main competitive advantage of the firm, when using the strategy of cost leadership, 
is the price of its products – the company wants to be the cheapest on the market while 
providing an acceptable quality of its products. The company usually offers standardized 
products produced in large amounts, because this system helps it to reduce manufacturing 
costs to the minimum.  
 The price as competitive advantage of this strategy is the biggest weakness of this 
strategy at the same time. If there is another competitor on the market, who comes up with 
a similar product for an even lower price, the company has to adapt very quickly, otherwise 
it could have big problems. The price-sensitive customers show the lowest brand loyalty, in 
such case they will probably simply migrate to the competitor’s.    
Differentiation 
 The differentiation strategy embodies the competitive advantage in providing products 
with some specific attributes and added value for the customer. These product’s attributes 
shall be unique on the market. Through differentiation company strives to win loyal 
customers willing to pay also a higher price for a product which satisfies directly their 
specific needs. Differentiation often brings also a more flexible approach to production – 
specific functions, quantity, delivery terms, etc. 
 The risks associated with a differentiation strategy include imitation by competitors and 
changes in customer tastes. A problem in the differentiation strategy could also arise when 
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the company tries to differentiate itself at all costs and creates differentiation which isn’t 
appreciated or accepted by the customers. 
Cost / Differentiation focus  
 The focus strategies are both based on the approach, that firm concentrates more 
closely only on a narrow market segment, in which it tries to achieve either a cost 
advantage or differentiation. Products offered are mostly very specific to cover the white 
spots on the market and satisfy specific customer needs.  
 Some risks of focus strategies include imitation and changes in the target segments. 
Furthermore, it may be fairly easy for a broad-market cost leader to adapt its product in 
order to compete directly. Finally, other focusers may be able to carve out sub-segments 
that they can serve even better [23]. 
3.2 The need for new approach (to service competitiveness) 
Some firms still see many services masked as standardized products. Although many of 
them practice this approach today, it cannot be considered to be sustainable in the future. 
Even successful companies will have to modify the approach in order to be successful in 
the future. 
 In the twenty-first-century landscape, firms must compete in a complex and 
challenging context that is being transformed by many factors, from globalization, 
technological development, and increasingly rapid diffusion of new technology, to the 
development and use of knowledge. This new landscape requires firms to do things 
differently in order to survive and prosper. Specifically, they must look to new sources of 
competitive advantage and engage in new forms of competition.  
 For this reason I would like to bring up a brief comparison of the main corner-stones 
upon which these strategies are based, so we can see more clearly the differences which call 
for new approach to service strategies. 
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3.2.1 Product economy paradigms 
 The main principle of the product economy resides in a tangible product exchange 
between a product supplier and a product consumer. The simplified product life-cycle in the 
product economy has been summarized by Šmerda [32] as follows: 
1. A manufacturer develops a product. 
2. The manufacturer makes the product. 
3. The product is given to the market. 
4. A consumer buys the product. 
5. The consumer uses the product. 
6. The supplier eventually provides additional support of the product. 
7. The consumer gets rid of the product. 
 As we can see, the process is easily conceivable. The role of the producer and the 
consumer is exactly defined in every step of the process as well as the ownership of the 
product. The process could be considered as an ownership transfer – from the producer to 
the consumer. The producer and buyer are not closely connected during the whole life-
cycle. Basically, they have to be in touch only at the moment of the ownership transfer. 
 Products are tangible, therefore it is usually not difficult to convert a product value into 
money, to measure the production costs or the productivity of the manufacturing process. 
The major task in production is the productivity increase - an optimization of production 
quantity according to fixed and variable costs to achieve maximum profit. In product-
oriented economy we see direct correspondence of the product life-cycle and Porter`s 
generic value chain [32]. 
 In most manufacturing operations, there are also inventories between each stage of 
production, and a finished goods inventory which can be increased or decreased as demand 
fluctuates. 
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Figure 3.3: Product and Service Paradigms – Customer Input Intensity [31] 
3.2.2 Service economy paradigms 
The service economy paradigm is different, because of the service specifics. The 
emphasis is not laid on the tangible products, it is laid on services, which a customer can 
get. No matter if the service is realized through a product or someone else performs the 
service. The result is important as the experience which a customer undergoes.  
 According to Gummesson [13] customers do not buy goods or services: they buy 
offerings which render services that create value. The shift in focus to services is a shift 
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from the means and the producer perspective to the utilization and the customer 
perspective. 
 The second crucial issue of the service paradigm is the act of customer cooperation 
during the process of service. The service provider creates the value together with the 
service consumer and the both sides learn and influence each other. Through this process 
both sides undergo an evolution and so shall do the services connecting them. 
The client plays a key role in the coproduction of the value.  
 The client has responsibilities and often the value is a transformed state of the client or 
some possession of the client. To understand the notion of responsibility in a coproduction 
activity, we can consider a teacher telling a student to read a book and work a problem set 
(exercises) or a doctor instructing a patient to eat certain foods and exercise more. In both 
cases the providers perform certain activities, but the clients must also perform activities 
that transform their own states, or else the benefit or value of the service will not be fully 
attained. In business services, if the client does not install the new IT systems and train the 
necessary people in the reengineered process, the client firm will not receive the benefit of 
the service. Thus, the provider in many cases must negotiate to monitor and assess that the 
client is performing adequately on the client’s responsibilities, and of course the client 
needs to determine that the provider is likewise applying satisfactory effort and quality 
controls in the performance of the provider’s tasks. 
  
 We distinguish between two kinds of resources used in the production or service 
delivery: 
Operand resources are resources on which an operation or act is performed to produce an 
effect (e.g. data, goods, minerals and other natural resources) 
Operant resources are resources which produce effects; they are employed to act on 
operand resources and other operant resources (e.g. knowledge and skills, technology). 
 In the product-oriented economy the operand resources were considered primary. A 
firm (or nation) had factors of production (largely operand resources) and a technology (an 
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operant resource), which had value to the extent that the firm could convert its operand 
resources into outputs at a low cost. Customers, like resources, became something to be 
captured or acted on [34]. 
 In the service-oriented economy we see the clear dominance of the operant resources, 
because they are the producers of effects. This shift in the primacy of resources has 
implications for how the exchange processes, markets, and customers are perceived and 
approached [34]. 
 Operant resources are often invisible and intangible; often they are core competencies 
or organizational processes. They are likely to be dynamic and infinite and not static and 
finite, as is usually the case with operand resources. Because operant resources produce 
effects, they enable humans both to multiply the value of natural resources and to create 
additional operant resources [34]. 
Knowledge Is the Fundamental Source of Competitive Advantage.  
 Knowledge is an operant resource, the foundation of competitive advantage and 
economic growth and the key source of wealth in the service-oriented economy. Customers 
choose to pay for a service with regard to benefit from the use of the knowledge, 
technology and resources of the provider. 
 The value of information is central to all service systems, but information is just the 
data residing in databases, software programs, books. Knowledge is the way people can 
work with this information to create value. It is used to update models of all stakeholders 
(customers, providers, authority, competitors) in the world (world model fidelity), which is 
essential to creating of new value propositions, realizing value propositions that are part of 
existing relationships, as well as fairly and transparently resolving disputes.  
 A change in firm’s productivity is primarily dependent either on knowledge or on 
technology. Customers ‘own’ the knowledge assets related to the problems they need 
solved. Providers ‘own’ the knowledge assets related to the capabilities that can be brought 
to bear to solve those problems. Effective customer-provider interactions are based on 
value propositions that can be communicated (a proposal), agreed to (a promise or 
contract), and realized (an event or assurance). Technology enables all three of these to 
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happen. But still in a world of nanotechnology, biotechnology and software, new skills and 
attitudes are essential.  
3.3 Strategies in service-oriented economy 
 Service specifics make the use of the traditional Porter’s generic strategies problematic. 
As the service is an intangible, real-time experience, it is much more difficult to measure its 
costs or productivity to apply the cost-leadership strategy. On the other hand, one of the 
chief frustrations identified by the service firms is that service innovations are easily 
imitated. There are usually no patents protecting services etc. The imitations create a 
difficulty for the company to build the brand loyalty of its customers.  The enterprises are 
looking for more sustainable competitive advantages. Service research strives to find a 
more systematic approach to service innovation and competitiveness to better understand 
its evolution and possibilities. However this area is still evolving and no generic strategies 
similar to Porter`s have been defined yet. Strategies in the service economy are mostly 
based on intuition and experience of the executives combined with the possibilities of the 
latest technology.   
 Some of the used strategies as well as the common recommendations for new strategies 
are discussed in the next sections. 
3.3.1 Cooperative strategies 
 According to Hitt [15] the effective competition in the 21st-century landscape results 
when the firm learns how to cooperate with as well as compete against competitors. 
Cooperative strategies are successfully used in both - product and service-oriented 
economy.  
 A cooperative strategy is a strategy in which firms work together to achieve a shared 
objective. They engage in "co-opetition" i.e. collaboration with competitors to win more 
and better assignments. Thus, cooperating with other firms is another strategy that is used 
to create value for a customer that exceeds the cost of constructing that value in other ways. 
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 A strategic alliance is a cooperative strategy in which firms combine some of their 
resources and capabilities to create a competitive advantage.  
 Hitt [15] establishes three types of strategic alliances: 
A joint venture is a strategic alliance in which two or more firms create a legally 
independent company to share some of their resources and capabilities to develop a 
competitive advantage. 
An equity strategic alliance is an alliance in which two or more firms own different 
percentages of the company they have formed by combining some of their resources and 
capabilities to create a competitive advantage. 
An nonequity strategic alliance is an alliance in which two or more firms develop a 
contractual relationship to share some of their unique resources and capabilities to create 
competitive advantage. In this type of strategic alliance, firms do not establish a separate 
independent company and therefore do not take equity positions. 
3.3.2 Blue ocean strategy (BOS)
The metaphor of red and blue oceans describes the market universe. Red oceans are all 
the industries in existence today – the known market space.  
 In the red oceans, industry boundaries are defined and accepted and the competitive 
rules of the game are known. Here companies try to outperform their rivals to grab a greater 
share of product or service demand, one company’s gain is achieved at another company’s 
loss [1]. 
 Blue oceans, in contrast, denote all the industries not in existence today – the unknown 
market space, untainted by competition. In blue oceans, demand is created rather than 
fought over. There is ample opportunity for growth that is both profitable and rapid; the 
competitive rules of the market are waiting to be set.  
Value innovation is considered to be the corner-stone of the BOS. A competitive advantage 
becomes so complex and huge that it will create the new market space. 
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 Although BOS aims to uncontested market with no competition, the other competition 
still remains – the competition for resources, and especially for people with thorough 
knowledge and valuable competencies. Therefore, even firms implementing BOS have to 
be aware of competitive rivalry and its dynamics [32]. And the company also needs to keep 
in mind that every blue ocean becomes a red ocean after a while, which probably won’t last 
for long if we consider the easiness of imitation in service economy. 
3.3.3 External environment as service system 
 When we apply the service system worldview on a global scale, the individuals, 
families, firms, nations, and economies all represent instances of service systems [28]. 
Therefore, the firm as a service provider must be considered as a part of a bigger service 
system. From this point of view, organizations are deeply embedded in complex economic 
systems consisting of numerous inter-organizational relationships. 
Figure 3.4: A Conceptual Model of Service Value Networks [3] 
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 According to Basole and Rouse [3], service value network contains five types of actors: 
consumers, service providers, tier 1 and 2 enablers, and auxiliary enablers (see Figure 3.4). 
Value in a service value network is created through a complex set of B2B, B2C, and C2C 
relationships, and influenced by the social, technological, economic and political context in 
which it is embedded [3]: 
Consumers  
 In a service value network, all activities are initiated from the point where value is 
‘‘realized’’ or ‘‘consumed”, the point of the end consumer. Consumers thus trigger all the 
activities in the service value network. They demand product and service customization, 
speed, and high levels of quality of service. In many instances, consumers will only use and 
continue using services if their value preferences and criteria are met or exceeded by the 
service provider. 
Service providers  
 The service provider is the primary contact point for a consumer. For end consumers to 
experience, use, and consume the value they desire or expect, a service (or a bundle of 
services) with that value must be provided by one or more actors in the value network. The 
service provider is sometimes an aggregator of multiple products and services and it 
provides these in a bundled and integrated fashion to the consumer. In other cases, it is an 
enabler to other service providers. 
Enablers  
 A service provider relies on numerous enablers that help create, design, initiate, and 
deploy the service. In general, Basole and Rouse [3] differentiate enablers as tier 1, tier 2 
and auxiliary enablers (see Figure 3.4): 
• Tier 1 enablers provide direct goods and services to the service provider. These 
can be producers, manufacturers, or other service providers. 
• Tier 2 enablers provide goods and services to tier 1 enablers (such as material 
suppliers and component manufacturers). 
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• Auxiliary enablers are those that are essential to the entire ecosystem and not 
specific to one industry. They tend to have an influence on some or all actors in the 
value network. (e.g. government agencies, financial institutions such as banks and 
infrastructure providers – utility, facility, and transportation). 
Contextual influences  
 All of the actors in the services ecosystem act in the context of society, culture, the 
economy, and politics. Economic activities can not be viewed in isolation from other 
institutions or from the technological, political and social context in which organizations 
exist.  
 The idea of networked environment extends the standard model of firm’s external 
environment. The networked model focuses on relationships between actors and forces 
people to view an external environment as a networked service system. 
3.3.4 Modified Resource based view model 
The service paradigms stated in previous sections make the classic approaches to 
competitiveness unsuitable. Especially the I/O model is outdated from the service point of 
view.  
 If we consider the premise, that every service is unique, based on knowledge, it brings 
up a certain similarity to the Resource Based View model. For services we can use the 
modified resource model, as displayed on Figure 3.5. 
 The main difference resides in the service network environment. At first, the firm is 
considered primarily to be placed in the service system, a service network with the stress on 
cooperation not on competition. Secondly, the model should not be limited on a single 
attractive industry, but it should aim to face interdisciplinary relationships to create new 
uncontested market. 
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Figure 3.5.: Modified Resource Based View Model [32] 
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3.3.5 Recommendations for service strategies 
On the whole, strategies in services should be: 
- more flexible, adaptive, communicative 
- more customer-oriented 
- more cooperation-oriented 
- more relationship-oriented 
- more experience-oriented 
- more interactions 
- more people-oriented 
- more innovative 
- more multidisciplinary [32]. 
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4. Service innovation 
The current growth of the service sector in global economies is unparalleled in human 
history -- by scale and speed of labor migration. Even large manufacturing firms are seeing 
dramatic shifts in percent revenue derived from services. The need for service innovations 
to fuel further economic growth and to raise quality and productivity levels of services has 
never been greater. Services are moving center stage in the global arena, especially 
knowledge-intensive business services aimed at business performance transformation. One 
challenge to systematic service innovation is the interdisciplinary nature of services, 
integrating across technology, business, social, and client (demand) innovations [29]. 
 Governments need to make service innovation a priority, because GDP growth of 
nations increasingly depends on it. In businesses, revenue and profit growth also 
increasingly depend on service innovation. And academics also need to make service 
innovation a priority because improved education productivity and quality depends on the 
SSME disciplines as well as a new frontier of research with business and societal impact 
[32]. 
 Spohrer [29] defines innovation as a measure of value (judgment of change). 
Innovation in service system ecologies (multiple populations of interacting service systems) 
is a relative measure of the value co-creation increase that results from a change. The types 
of changes can be the creation of new types (or instances) of resources, service systems, 
value propositions, or governance mechanisms. The types of measures of value in 
rationally designed service system improvements relate to the four fundamental measures 
of quality (customers), productivity (providers), regulatory compliance (authorities), and 
sustainable innovation (competitors). 
 Under certain conditions work systems can evolve from fully human systems (people 
working together), to technology augmented systems (people using tools), to delegation 
across firm boundaries (outsourcing process), to fully automated (technology-only) 
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processes. The trick lies in understanding or predicting when or how each of the transitions 
may be made. In this model, the choice to change work practices requires answering four 
key questions:  
1) Should we – what is the value?  
2) Can we – do we have the technology?  
3) May we – do we have authority or governance?  
4) Will we – is this one of our priorities? [30] 
 Measures such as quality, productivity, regulatory compliance, and sustainable 
innovation are used to both track improvements in service system performance over time, 
as well as to compare alternative designs of service systems and service value networks. 
The four fundamental measures (quality, productivity, regulatory compliance and 
sustainable innovation) derive from the four fundamental stakeholder perspectives 
(customer, provider, authority, and competitor) as they separately perceive and calculate 
value. The value that the populations of customers’ perceive relates to the measure of 
quality, while providers create value for themselves (profits) based on their productivity 
and customer perceptions of their quality. Authorities see value in terms of regulatory 
compliance with lower enforcement costs, and competitors see value in sustainable 
innovations that realize competitive advantage on an ongoing basis relative to all others 
[29]. 
4.1 Service system health 
The underpinnings of the service system definition imply that in order to grow and 
sustain outstanding services businesses, one must understand the value co-creation network 
of entities well. Chen, Lelescu and Spohrer [6] present the important factors which lead to 
service system health throughout service system lifecycle phases.  
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4.1.1 Service lifecycle 
The service system lifecycle can be divided into: 
1) the infancy phase when a service system was initially born as a service provider 
engages with a client without significant past experiences,  
2) the maturity phase when the service system built up from such initial 
engagements becomes mature and hence the provider is observing on-going healthy 
growth,  
3) and the reincarnation phase when the growth leads to the birth or branch of new 
types of services or even new service systems. The reincarnation phase can also be 
considered as a reconfiguration and re-instantiation of resources from the service 
system network. Such a three-phase lifecycle pattern may recur many times as the 
service system evolves over time as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1: Service System Lifecycle [6] 
4.1.2 Three factors of service systems health  
 Chen, Lelescu and Spohrer [6] identified and analyze three major attributes of the 
health of service systems:  
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1) Value co-creation 
  Service system value co-creation is quite different from traditional product and 
good trading scenarios: Value co-creation in service system is transformational, 
innovative, and experiential for all parties involved in the system. Service system value 
co-creation focuses on transforming the system through co-creation of something 
innovative by leveraging special expertise, technologies, and collective efforts. The net 
effects often go beyond the service system itself, and reaching to the world at large.  
  Value co-creation requires conscious efforts from all parties. Moreover, service 
system value co-creation is rarely instantaneous. It is a journey and a process that often 
requires patience and tenacity to mature. In this process, entities in the system 
experience the changes, transform and evolve under the guiding mindset of creating 
something valuable for all; even when it is not clear what is to be created. It is not hard 
to understand that open mindedness, innovative thinking, and discovery spirits are 
critical traits to this process. 
2) Balancing of innovation and commoditization activity dynamics 
  On the other hand, to allow the service system to grow and scale up, appropriate 
level of commoditization activities must also be implemented. This is because often 
highly innovative activities also imply high costs and hence limit the growth of the 
overall system. Service commoditization could offset the cost by reducing the 
complexity and streamlining the operations.  
  Commoditized services, however, also create a danger for others to compete easily. 
Today, as the IT outsourcing business becomes more and more mature, IT outsourcing 
services appear to be a rapidly commoditizing business. Many IT outsourcing service 
providers are competing purely based on labor and cost, making it hardly a sustainable 
model in a long run. As the commoditization value saturates, the innovation dynamics 
must grow. At some point, the service system will need to transform itself by offering 
new kinds of innovative services to the world. Such a balanced dynamics between 
innovation and commoditization is needed throughout different lifecycle phases to keep 
the service system grow and healthy. 
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3) Configuration of service system resources, i.e., people, organization, technology, 
and shared information 
  The changing dynamics of innovation and commoditization activities throughout 
the service system lifecycle phases creates challenges to create right resource 
configuration at the right time. As described earlier, in the infancy phase, innovation 
dynamics is high. Hence, highly skilled and experienced staff and simple organizational 
arrangements with flexible and powerful tools and necessary information are a must to 
ensure initial success. As the service system matures, low-cost labor may be brought in 
and trained to implement a well-thought-out solution coded by the experience staff. At 
this time, organizational hierarchy might have to be created in order to ensure 
orderliness of the business operations. 
Figure 4.2: The Characteristics of Service Systems in the 3 Lifecycle Phases [6] 
 As one can see, the value co-creation mindset must be deeply ingrained in all phases of 
service system lifecycles. In the infancy phase, the service system is small, simple, and 
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innovation-centric. As the service system grows into the maturing phase, the system grows 
with more complex relationships with more clients and service providers. As a result, 
standardization, automation, and commoditization are needed to ensure orders and 
efficiency. Wider range of resources is needed as well. As the system grows into the next 
phase, innovation dynamics grows stronger, while existing commoditized services must 
also be maintained. Resources must be configured accordingly. 
4.1.3 Recommendations
 Chen, Lelescu, Spohrer [6] summarized a set of best practices for the service system 
health as follows:  
1. Be open-minded, courageous, and adaptive. The spirit of discovery and innovation are 
critical to drive the service system growth, no matter which phase of lifecycle a service 
system is in.  
2. Start service commoditization as early as possible, typically as soon as the common 
patterns of operations are observed. This will ensure service efficiency and allow business 
to scale up. A late-start on such activities when service system becomes unmanageably 
complex is undesirable.  
3. Always maintain some levels of innovation activities to keep the system vitality alive, 
and grow it when the energy of the system becomes leveled off.  
4. Wisely select, maintain, and grow services partners and clients, especially in the infancy 
phase. Since the service system health depends not only on the service providers’ ability to 
deliver, but also the clients’ ability to co-create, it is important to select the right partner 
and clients to work with, especially in the infancy phase when the system is vulnerable to 
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failures. In the maturing phase, the size of the service system allows for some failures 
without huge impacts.  
 Each of the three factors operating in different lifecycle phases is worthy of in depth 
study. Such topics may include understanding the value co-creation artifacts and metrics, 
e.g., impacts to the world, the business, or the community, practices that help identifying 
the balance between innovation and commoditization activities, and methods to configure 
resources optimally. 
4.2 Service research 
The area of service research and innovation is finally getting more attention from the 
firms themselves, but also from the governments and academic community. Corporations, 
governments and universities cooperate to better understand the evolution of services, the 
value creation principles and the dynamics of service innovation.  
4.2.1 Objectives of Service innovation initiative  
  
The main targets identified on the service innovation field are: 
1) to provide methods for scientifically analyzing services, maximizing productivity 
2) to solve problems arising from intangibility, simultaneity, heterogeneity  
3) to explore a framework for systematically developing innovation. 
 Service researchers concentrate their attention on various multidisciplinary areas in 
order to reveal the key to more successful services. They strive to explain the areas and 
answer the question related to:  
• The price – How can we set the price for intangible services where the value 
critically depends on provider-customer cooperation? 
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• Customer relationship management - How to quantify personal feelings and relate 
them to economics and mathematics? How to measure loyalty? How to incorporate 
satisfaction into the pricing model? How does the firm communicate the quality and 
value to the consumer? 
• Productivity – How can we better measure the productivity in services, if the input 
and output are intangible? 
• Testing – What methods can be used for testing, if the service mostly doesn’t exist 
until it is provided? 
• Risk management – How can we better predict risks and plan appropriate response 
actions, when the services projects are mostly just vague estimations? 
• Intellectual Property – How can we protect our innovations and increase the lead-
time advantage? In what way can we use patenting, copyrights or standardization as 
protection methods in services? 
Typical bottle-necks 
• Cyclical nature of the business and lack of skilled personnel. 
• Inefficient fragmented markets can create a barrier for the take up of new ideas. 
• Too discipline-oriented organization of research and development (R&D) activities 
is not good for services development. 
• Customers may prefer lowest price to improved services.  
• Benefits of new services can be demonstrated only after purchase. 
• Under developed service culture may hinder R&D in service businesses. 
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5. IBM 
International Business Machines Corporation, abbreviated IBM is a multinational 
computer technology and IT consulting corporation headquartered in Armonk, New York, 
United States. The company is one of the few information technology companies with a 
continuous history dating back to the 19th century. IBM manufactures and sells computer 
hardware and software, and offers infrastructure services, hosting services, and consulting 
services in areas ranging from mainframe computers to nanotechnology. 
 IBM has been known through most of its recent history as the world's largest computer 
company with over 388000 employees worldwide. The company holds more patents than 
any other U.S. based technology company and has eight research laboratories worldwide. 
And though IBM is generally thought of as a systems and software company, in the last 10 
years IBM’s proportion of revenue from services has grown dramatically.  
 IBM’s services business spans IT services, including consulting and outsourcing, and 
business services, including consulting and outsourcing as well. During 2000 to 2008 IBM 
underwent a large reorganization, where it divested its HW commoditizing businesses like 
PCs and hard disk drives and strengthened its position through strategic investments and 
acquisitions in higher-value segments like business intelligence and analytics, virtualization 
and green solutions. After IBM acquired PriceWaterhouseCoopers Consulting in 2002 and 
created its Business Consulting Services group, the company became a world leader in 
technology and product innovation.  
 Innovation is one of the core values of IBM Corporation, which include: 
• Dedication to every client’s success. 
• Innovation that matters – to our company and to the world. 
• Trust and personal responsibility in all relationships. 
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5.1 IBM GSDC Brno 
 IBM Global Services Delivery Center Czech Republic, s.r.o. is one of IBM’s 7 
Integrated Delivery Centers (IDCs) in the world. It has been established in 2001 in Brno 
and its main function is to provide strategic outsourcing services to over 600 IBM 
customers all over the world [17].  
 IBM GSDC Brno is the service delivery unit for other IBM entities; it provides mainly 
remote server and application support, end user services, asset, service and project 
management services. Currently IBM GSDC Brno has about 2600 employees and is 
experiencing further growth.  
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6. Service innovation at IBM 
Service-oriented thinking is one of the fastest growing paradigms in IT, with relevance 
to accounting, finance, supply chain management and operations, strategy and marketing 
and other areas. As already stated earlier, service innovation represents the main source of 
competitive advantage.  
In this chapter I would like to focus on the main areas, where service innovation happens at 
IBM: 
1) on the front stage – i.e. the new services engaged and developed in cooperation with 
the customer by the local IBM entities worldwide (IMTs); 
2) the back stage innovation in the service delivery area (in the IDCs).  
 The current economic downturn is the reason of a much higher innovation need on both 
stages. At IBM it is perceived as a challenge forcing the company to search for more 
competitive business models, more productive approach to service delivery, more effective 
education and knowledge management. 
6.1 Front stage innovation 
Innovations on the front stage are mostly interlinked with the new types of services 
provided to the customer. New business cases are being engaged by the local IBM 
companies (IMTs) all over the world. This kind of innovation is very closely connected to 
the service marketing and it is naturally based on the needs of the market. A very important 
role play the IBM service professionals trying to discern new customers, new trends, but 
are also bringing innovation to the existing customers and the services provided to them. 
IBM would like to act as the client’s innovation partner, by helping the clients to innovate 
their business.  
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6.1.1 Smarter planet strategy 
 All around the world, businesses governments and institutions are investing to reduce 
costs, drive innovation and transform their infrastructure. The economic downturn has 
intensified this trend, as leaders seek not simply to repair what is broken, but to prepare for 
a 21st Century economy. Many of their key priorities are in areas where IBM has leading 
solutions – such as transportation and traffic, healthcare, crude oil output, money, food, 
power grids, telecommunications. A key aspect of all the solutions is their impact on 
ecology – lower power consumption, lower pollution, usage of renewable energy sources, 
etc. 
 The core idea of the IBM smarter planet strategy is the assumption that the way the 
world works is changing. The processes, infrastructure and systems that underpin how 
business and society operate are becoming: 
• Instrumented: Computational power is being put into things no one would 
recognize as computers – phones, cameras, cars, appliances, roadways, power lines, 
clothes. 
• Interconnected: All of this is being connected through the Internet, which has 
come of age. It’s generating a massive amount of data and information – 350 times 
more every day than is contained in all the university research libraries in the 
United States. 
• And infused with intelligence: We are applying powerful back-end systems and 
sophisticated analytics to make sense of the world's digital knowledge and pulse 
[26]. 
 As these changes unfold throughout the planet, IBM has an opportunity to inject 
intelligence that provides an ability to learn from the vast amounts of information in the 
world (anticipation management). In essence, this means managing information, predicting 
outcomes, leveraging information across partners, suppliers, and customers. Potential 
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customers are besides business companies the governments, cities, schools, hospitals and 
others. 
Examples of smarter solutions:  
New Intelligence 
 The new intelligence brings increased power to decision making in any business. New 
approaches like "stream computing" use advanced software algorithms to track new stimuli, 
analyze data-in-motion, correlate it with other relevant information—and plug directly into 
operational and logistics systems, closing the gap between thinking and doing. Indeed, 
advanced analytics built on heavy-duty mathematics are starting to move us from "sense 
and respond" or "real-time" decision-making to something like prediction [26].
Smarter money 
 Today we are used to the electronical flow of money. Money, in other words, has been 
reduced to zeros and ones. It's intangible, invisible. It's information. 
 The replacement of physical money with electronic money has led many innovations, 
but also to the problems in the world’s economy today. Now, technology should be applied 
to build safer, more transparent and intelligent financial systems. There is growing 
consensus on the need for a centralized risk utility, to help avert future crises - perhaps 
building on the work of the International Monetary Fund and other institutions to create an 
early warning system for global finance [27]. 
For example IBM is working on the new integrated information system for the Czech 
Republic Ministry of Finance, which shall provide insights to help set monetary policy, and 
to handle state budget resources and public finance more efficiently.  
 The Smarter money initiative helps multiple interconnected institutions. The 
Operational Riskdata eXchange Association, a consortium of 52 leading financial 
institutions, uses anonymized data to help improve statistical modeling, more accurately 
quantify risk exposure and address regulatory compliance needs. 
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Smarter cities 
 In 1900, only 13% of the world's population lived in cities. By 2050, that number will 
have risen to 70%. But the large cities face problems like traffic congestion, air pollution, 
crime, and others. 
 IBM is now dealing with these complex problems. Cities of Singapore, Brisbane and 
Stockholm have implemented new transportation systems that reduced both congestion and 
pollution. For example in Stockholm the system reduced rush hour congestion by 25 
percent and carbon emissions by 40 percent in the city center. 
 Italy, Malta and Texas are applying smart meters and instrumentation to make the 
power grids in their cities more stable, efficient and ready to integrate renewable energy 
sources and electric vehicles. A large US city built a transparent management system that 
helps identify and restructure low-performing schools and increase academic achievement 
for students [26]. 
Smarter healthcare 
 Smarter healthcare is based around the integrated electronic medical record, which can 
help the patients, doctors and insurance companies to reduce medical errors, improve 
efficiencies and deliver more personalized care. It is instrumented, so the health systems 
can automatically capture accurate, real-time information.  
 The intelligence in applying advanced analytics to improve research, diagnosis and 
treatment can speed up the research time of illnesses, lower the cost of data acquisition and 
enhancing data quality [26]. 
Smarter water 
 One in five people in the world lacks access to clean, safe drinking water, and the 
United Nations predicts that nearly half the world's population will experience critical 
water shortages by the year 2080. Despite this situation, the water management is still very 
inefficient - global agriculture wastes an estimated 60% of the 2,500 trillion liters it uses 
each year. Municipalities lose as much as 50% of their water supply through leaky 
infrastructure. 
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 Technology can monitor, measure and analyze entire water ecosystems, from rivers and 
reservoirs to the pumps and pipes in our homes. Smart metering can give individuals and 
businesses timely insight into their own water use, raising awareness, locating 
inefficiencies and decreasing demand. And finally this can help us apply advanced 
computing and analytics to move beyond "real time" to prediction, supporting better-
informed policy and management decisions [26].  
Smarter telecommunications 
 An estimated two billion people will be on the Web by 2011—and they'll be doing 
more than talking. Video on demand, IP television and Internet TV will account for nearly 
90% of consumer IP traffic by 2012. When people talk, it will be to many more people - via 
social networking sites, whose memberships will top 500 million in the next three years. 
Plus add billions of intelligent phones, cameras, cars and appliances, and millions of miles 
of smart power lines and roadways.  
 High-speed broadband, as important as it may be, it is not a satisfactory solution for the 
future. We need the network to be multidirectional instead of point-to-point. Smart 
networks must be infused with advanced analytics and intelligence, so they can identify 
connected, instrumented things and collect relevant data from them. They'll have to be built 
on a foundation of standards and software that allow trillions of devices and objects to 
"talk". And we'll need next-generation digital platforms on which telecom providers can 
create and deliver all kinds of services [26]. 
6.1.2 Other front stage innovation areas 
 Other important trends on the front stage service innovation field include: 
New pricing models 
 The existing as well as potential customers are now, during the global economic 
recession, much more cost-focused than before. There is no more room for generous 
monthly flat rates, the types of “all-you-can-eat“ services. The customers are naturally 
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trying to cut their IT expenses to the minimum, which calls for new approach to the service 
pricing models, where the pricing is set up more flexibly. There is also a tendency to push a 
bigger part of responsibility for the customer’s business results to the service provider. This 
brings up the pricing models:  
• Pay for performance 
• Pay per use   
• Milestones based 
• Hourly consultations 
• Hybrid models 
Cloud computing 
 IBM has for decades been the leading provider of tech products and services for large 
corporate data centers. For corporate customers, IBM currently builds cloud-based data 
centers or provides computing services from its own data centers. 
 Cloud computing is a general trend of providing services or software over the internet. 
Especially now when companies are facing impacts of the economic recession and 
organizations put much more emphasis on their costs, it is time for the paradigm change 
from CAPEX (Capital Expense) to OPEX (Operating Expense). 
 The benefits of the cloud computing approach include the very fast delivery of such a 
service, dynamic scalability and no need for investments in licenses, infrastructure and its 
security, or maintenance and support on customer’s side. Users need not have knowledge 
of, expertise in, or control over the technology infrastructure "in the cloud" that supports 
them. These services - computation services, storage services, networking services, 
whatever is needed - are delivered and made available in a simplified way - "on demand" 
regardless of where the user is or the type of device they're using. 
 The concept incorporates infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service 
(PaaS) and software as a service (SaaS) as well as Web 2.0 and other recent (ca. 2007–
2009) technology trends which have the common theme of reliance on the Internet for 
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satisfying the computing needs of the users. IBM offers the delivery of cloud services to 
end users (companies), as well as to the growing number of cloud service providers. 
Self-service 
 A key trend in service interactions is self-service. The provider that had empowered 
employees with a special information infrastructure opens up that infrastructure to 
sophisticated customers who engage in self-service interactions.  
6.2 Back stage innovation 
Main part of the back stage innovation happens in the service delivery – at the 
Integrated Delivery Centers (IDCs). One of these IDCs is the IBM GSDC Brno site. There 
are currently 6 other similar centers over the world located in Hungary, Ireland, South 
Africa, Argentina, China and India.  
 The service delivery can often be improved through organizational innovations, 
educational and knowledge management innovations, or technological innovations --- or 
through combinations of these. Innovations often lead to increases in productivity: doing 
the same work but with less effort. 
6.2.1 Organizational innovation 
 One of the examples of organizational innovations is the existence of the IDCs at all. 
The IDC represents a service delivery unit, where the professionals supporting various 
customers or different service delivery units like server operators, helpdesk, networking 
specialists are sitting at one site. This model enables better cooperation, higher productivity 
and flexibility among the service lines. The IDCs are naturally built in locations with lower 
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labor cost and suitable skills offer (university graduates etc.), but stable economical and 
political environment.  
 Knowledge sharing and education is naturally easier and more effective, if there are 
more professionals performing similar jobs at one site, than if they would be distributed all 
over the world, every one supporting only one customer. An IDC can also respond more 
flexibly to the demands for new skills or new services with the help of internal upskilling 
and resource transfer. These attributes support a more profitable price / quality model, 
which can be offered to the customer in the end.  
 Naturally not all positions can be moved offshore to the IDCs. Some of the positions 
are generally geographically restricted (e.g. helpdesk services in some specific languages) 
or require direct interaction with the customer (Project Executives, on-site support 
specialists...). Some services are also kept in local IBM companies, if the customer doesn’t 
agree with the offshoring solution, or if offshoring isn’t possible from the legal point of 
view (i.e. if it doesn’t comply with the export regulation laws, special requirements for 
financial data handling etc.) 
6.2.2 Knowledge management 
 Knowledge is the primary source of competitive advantage in the service economy. 
IBM provides tools to support the internal intellectual asset management and skill 
assessment, groupware teamrooms for knowledge sharing and web-based on-demand 
learning tools, which give the employee more options on planning, managing and tracking 
of his courses. Apart from these tools, IBM is promoting the use of traditional social 
software tools like wikis, weblogs, social bookmarking, tagging, RSS / Atom syndication, 
podcasts, etc. to help make the learning experience much richer and interconnected. 
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6.2.3 Global Delivery Framework (GDF) 
 The GDF project in IDC Brno continues to be the lead deployment of the factory ethos 
based on the "IBM GTS Way" which finds its roots in the "Toyota Way". The GDF project 
focuses on streamlining of the processes in all competencies to help reduce costs. This shall 
bring the deployment of the new GDF components which build on the traditional LEAN 
methodology and deliver productivity and quality improvements to the IDC. Brno IDC has 
additionally contributed significant Intellectual Capital that will be re-used on other GDF 
deployments. 
6.2.4 Innovation corner 
 Innovative ideas do not arise only in research centers, service labs or in the minds of 
executives. Very successful improvement ideas often come from the people directly 
involved in the service delivery, as they have the closest view on the problem. 
 The Innovation corner is one of the initiatives which supports the employee 
participation in service innovation at IBM. Through the corner – a web-based tool - every 
employee can submit his/her proposals for innovation or cooperate on solution of others. 
The realized proposals are turned into projects and rewarded. 
 Additionally innovation forums – the so called Innovation jams – are held since 2001. 
IBM's Jams and other Web 2.0 collaborative mediums are opening up tremendous 
possibilities for collaborative innovation — ways of working across industries, disciplines, 
and national borders. Within these global events employees can share and discuss their 
ideas with other colleagues all over the world. This extended cooperation brings different 
minds and different perspectives together to discover new solutions to long-standing 
problems. It often accelerates the creation of more complex solutions, which are reused 
globally. 
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7. Service science
The service innovation is the main source of competitive advantage, but it is basically 
much more complex than product innovation. The complexity results from its principal 
characteristics. As the service is an intangible experience, where the value is being co-
created together with the customer and it cannot be directly measured, to improve the 
rational design of complex, value creating service systems (as well as their value 
propositions and governance mechanisms) requires expertise from many existing 
disciplines. In both situations – creation of new services or improvement of the existing 
ones - the nature of service innovation and the need for multidisciplinary approach and 
knowledge naturally poses new requirements on service professionals.  
7.1 T-shaped professionals 
The current problem worldwide is in the imbalance between knowledge demand and 
supply.  
 Most of the current university programs are specialized on one concrete science field 
like computer science, industrial engineering, economics, law, psychology, sociology etc. 
When professionals are so specialized (I-shape), a change in technology or market 
conditions can devalue their knowledge. 
 On the other hand the service economy creates a very high demand for the so called T- 
shaped professionals. The T-shaped professionals are individuals whose knowledge is both 
“deep and broad”. They have deep knowledge in a selected discipline (the core field of 
study) and they are appropriately broad in the multidisciplinary overlaps (communication 
skills across other fields) to work effectively with others on service system improvements 
and innovations. 
 This wider scope of T-shaped professionals helps them to deal with multidisciplinary 
nature of service affairs and makes them more effective in business and government 
practice today.  
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 Spohrer [29] also suggests, that T-shaped professionals can learn and adapt more 
rapidly to the changing needs of business. He refers to T-shaped people with interactional 
expertise in the SSME-related disciplines as adaptive innovators.  
Figure 7.1: T-shaped Professionals [31] 
 According Jai Menon [14], vice-president of technical strategy at IBM, much of IBM’s 
internal training now consists in converting I-shaped individuals into T-shaped individuals. 
This training is usually in business and cultural issues, used in large measure by the 
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services industry. Services companies such as IBM would love to have more T-shaped 
individuals joined them from universities. 
7.2 SSME 
IBM together with other innovative companies (such as Accenture, HP, EDS, CSC, 
Cisco, Procter&Gamble, American Express, Avaya, Oracle, and many others) are aware of 
emerging importance of services. Therefore, IBM has established the Services Science, 
Management, and Engineering (SSME) initiative, sometimes referred to simply as Service 
Science. Within SSME the companies cooperate with each other, but also with universities 
and governments to promote the needs of service economy.   
  
The major goals of the initiative are: 
• to become more systematic about innovation in services 
• understand the evolution and design of service systems 
• make productivity, quality, compliance, attainability, and innovation rates more 
predictable, especially complex organization to organization services - business to 
business, nation to nation, organization to population 
• invest in service systems to make them into double-loop learning systems. 
 Within the SSME academic initiative, the companies use a cooperation strategy on the 
field of service research and innovation. They interact with universities to establish and 
support programs which merge technology with an understanding of business processes and 
organization. The graduates shall become the T-shaped professionals – for example IT 
experts, who can understand how that capability can be delivered in an efficient and 
profitable way, how the services should be designed, and how to measure their 
effectiveness [16]. 
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 As part of the worldwide cooperation with the universities, IBM company experts 
lecture on service science on universities, IBM offers interesting topics and cooperation on 
graduate theses, internships for students and collaboration in service labs, where students 
simulate the innovative services. 
 In Czech Republic, IBM is cooperating mostly with faculties of information technology 
on different universities. In Brno it achieved an important milestone by launching the 
accredited SSME master program on the Faculty of Informatics of Masaryk University.  
 New ideas, multidisciplinary approach, thinking unburdened by the deep-seated 
product economy principles are very important to a company like IBM, because together 
with the expertise of its experienced professionals they can lead to the true innovation and 
competitive advantage.  
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8. Current state analysis summary for IBM GSDC Brno
The current state analysis is a conclusion part of the analysis section of this master’s 
thesis. It relies on the SWOT analysis methodology and is focused more closely on the 
IBM GSDC Brno company, because the analysis of the whole IBM Corporation would be 
too complex and further above the scope of this master’s thesis.  
 As a service delivery unit for other IBM affiliates (IMTs), new service demands which 
come to IDC Brno are derived from the business cases sealed by the IMTs worldwide. In 
this way IDC Brno supports the Smarter planet strategy and is interconnected with the new 
trends on the front line. At the same time, the IDC’s ability to provide the requested service  
and its quality affects IBM’s competitiveness on the global marketplace. 
8.1 Strengths 
• Large and stable organization. 
• Broad service coverage of all skill areas – In case of more complex deals the 
customers often would like to have the different services (e.g. helpdesk, server 
operations, asset management etc.) provided from one location. The broad coverage 
is also an advantage for new service demands coming to IDC Brno, because it is 
easily adjustable to various requirements.   
• Quality of services, reputation / brand name – IDC Brno is often chosen by 
customers themselves from among all the IDCs, because it represents a company 
providing service of high quality for favorable price. Although the labor rates are 
not as low as for example in India, the quality, broad service coverage and the 
culture are affecting their choice. 
• Continual self-driven improvement mindset – Employees contribute to service 
innovation, use initiatives like the Innovation corner and Innovation Jams, but they 
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also often create automated tools and scripts to make the work smarter and more 
productive. 
• Compliance - with all necessary regulations related to the offshore service 
provision. 
• Diversity – In IDC Brno there are employees of 47 nationalities under one roof with 
different skills not only in IT, but also in finance, business and management, 
education and others. This variety brings in new cultures, new viewpoints and 
experience. 
8.2 Weaknesses 
• Shortage of high level candidates supply – IDC Brno has to compete with other 
companies not only in Brno and Czech Republic, but in the whole Central and East 
European region for the skilled professionals as employees. Especially for high 
level technical positions, which are sometimes required also with additional 
language skills, the situation on the labor market is not ideal.  
• Visa lead time for non-EU candidates – The company doesn’t rely only on 
employees from Czech Republic or EU countries. In case of non-EU candidates, the 
visa necessity creates additional difficulties, which can lead to time delays in hiring 
process and lengthy lead-times in demand realization. 
• Missing middle-age layer in IDC population – The employees at IDC Brno are 
mostly 25 – 35 years old, people often join the company after their university 
graduation. As the company is relatively new in Brno, the middle-age layer in IDC 
population, which could bring in more expertise, diversity and different viewpoints, 
is still missing. 
• Internal tools are not integrated globally – The missing standards and existence of 
global tools in some areas create additional difficulties for global programs and 
initiatives. As a result the data extraction and comparison among the IBM units is 
problematic, costs additional time and effort. Some tools are also available only for 
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IBM regular employees, but not for subcontractors, who form a significant part of 
all IDC employees. The data mined from such tools provides distorted results, 
which can lead to less profitable decisions. 
• Regretted attrition rate – Although the current economic downturn has improved the 
situation and lowered the attrition rate, it still can be considered a weakness. The 
IDC employees are young and often still looking for the right job for themselves, 
they are at the start of their careers. Stability isn’t their priority at this phase of life. 
Also the competition on the labor market increases the demand for IT service 
professionals. 
8.3 Opportunities 
 New business cases resulting from Smarter planet strategy – The new service deals 
sealed by IMTs bring new demands to the IDCs. 
 Flexibility for change. 
 Improved labor market situation (availability, salary) due to current economical 
situation, Green card in Czech republic – The labor market affected by the 
economic recession provides now an improved situation for the IDC as employer, 
who is experiencing further growth and looking for new IT service professionals to 
join the company. 
 Gain real benefits from GDF - Improved productivity and quality as a result from 
the LEAN initiative at IDC. 
 New internal clients – New opportunities in providing services for IBM internally. 
 Accelerated standardization. 
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8.4 Threats 
 Possible problems in fulfilling high skill demands could lead to possible service 
demand rejections because of missing skills. 
 Exchange rate oscillations.  
 Spending freeze – retention, education, travels – The unnecessary costs need to be 
reduced to the minimum to be able to better face the impact of the global economic 
situation. Travels and education are still supported in case of business need, but the 
access to these is more restricted than before.  
 Services supported in English could move to IDC India – The labor rates in India 
although they have significantly risen during the last years and are keeping this 
trend, are still considerably lower in India than in Czech republic. 
 Insourcing – Service is a continuous experience, during which both sides learn from 
each other. It can happen, that the customer, who originally decided to use the 
outsourcing because of the missing expertise and knowledge in the IT area, decides 
to take the service back “in the house” because he gained enough expertise during 
the interactions with IBM and wants to continue running the services on his own.  
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9. Proposals for improved service innovation 
As we can see from previous analysis chapters, the service innovation at IBM and IBM 
GSDC is relatively broad and spreads over many areas from technological over 
organizational innovation to innovation in resource management area. In the proposal part 
of my diploma thesis I design other approaches to service innovation for the company IBM 
GSDC Brno. 
 The proposals stated in this chapter are based upon the postulate that the main 
competitive advantage in services relies in knowledge and the people who embody the 
knowledge. Therefore the proposals are focused on the areas of skills, knowledge and 
education management and employee motivation area. 
They provide possible answers to questions: 
• How can we reduce the number of rejected demands? 
• How can we adapt more quickly to the coming service demands and decrease the 
lead-time needed for employee education / hiring?  
• For what demands coming from the market and how shall we prepare ourselves? 
• How can we improve the effectiveness of the education and decrease the education 
costs?  
• How can we support the self-driven innovation mindset of the employees? 
• How can we motivate the skilled employees and reduce the regretted attrition and 
its effects? 
  
 One of the most desired improvements for a service delivery company like IBM GSDC 
Brno is the improved ability to successfully cover the coming demands – to provide the 
requested skills in the right amount at the right time, to decrease the lead-time and costs 
needed for the demand realization. 
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9.1 Skill inventory 
 If the company wants to improve the knowledge and skills of its employees, first it 
needs to know what skills do the employees currently have and at which level. This need 
could be satisfied by a skill inventory database, with data about the skills of each employee. 
Currently IBM GSDC uses for similar purposes the Expertise Assessment tool – a web 
based tool, where each IBM regular employee assesses his/her set of skills based on the 
competency, service line a job role he/she has. 
 The main problem of this tool is the fact that it covers only the skills of IBM regular 
employees and not the subcontractors. The data gathered this way cannot be considered 
truly trustworthy, because in IBM GSDC Brno the subcontractors form about a half of all 
the employees and in some other IDCs the proportion may be even more significant.
 Another problem of this database is the subjectivity of data gathered by employee’s 
own assessment. The data is naturally reviewed by his/her manager, but this provides just 
another instrument based on subjective control. 
9.1.1 New approach to skill assessment 
 To enable trustworthy data mining for the support of further decisions the Skill 
assessment tool needs to be accessible and used by all employees – IBM regulars as well as 
subcontractors.  
To increase the objectivity of the data a combination of following methods can be used: 
• employee’s own assessment, 
• an objective questionnaire i.e. test for each specific job role, 
• audit interview of the employee with his/her manager or team-leader to present the 
skills, explain possible discrepancies, 
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• sponsor’s satisfaction assessment with the work performed by the assessed 
individual (e.g. from IBM Project Executive  - PE, Delivery Project Executive – 
DPE of the customer account for which the individual employee is providing the 
service). 
 The key-stone of the new Skill assessment tool is the correct world-wide organization 
structure used and reflected in all the IDCs. In practice it would mean that an employee 
working in a specific job role in IDC Brno (e.g. server system operator for UNIX) is in the 
tool assigned to the same competency and service line as an employee with the same job 
role in any other IDC. Based on this structure the employees will assess the assigned skill 
set and answer the same question set. 
 The correct organization structure is necessary to enable correct data mining and 
summaries needed for objective evaluation and comparison of the skills in IDCs. On the 
other hand, it could be the most problematic part of the new approach, because every IDC 
has currently a slightly different organization structure and understanding of competencies 
and service lines. 
 For these new methods we would also need to draft the question sets for each 
competency, service line and job role. The questions should be prepared by the subject 
matter experts (SMEs) in the selected area and deployed world-wide.  
9.1.2 Certifications inventory 
 Certifications are both a mark of achievement and a validation of expertise. The IBM 
'My Certifications' web-based tool provides a repository where employees can make their 
certification information available to IBM for business purposes such as planning, 
deployment and leveraging of expertise. This web-site automatically records IBM 
profession certifications and also allows the employees to record Non-IBM certifications. 
The certification records can be linked directly with Blue Pages – the global internal 
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employees’ directory. An employee’s record in Blue Pages acts as his/her business card and 
the record about certifications can open a broader range of opportunities and projects. 
 As the demand for certified specialists in various service lines rises, the tool represents 
an additional data source about the employees’ skills and enables tracking of progress in 
this area.  
 Certifications and accreditations are promoted among different service lines. In 
technical area there are different possible certifications in both – IBM products (e.g. 
Storage, zOS, MVS, AIX, DB2, Tivoli, Lotus Notes, LN Domino, iSeries) and also 
external non-IBM products (e.g. Linux, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP certified specialists). 
Among external professional certifications there are often ITIL and ISO certifications, PMP 
certifications in project management etc.  
 IBM supports also internal profession certifications in its own programs as IBM IT 
specialist or IBM IT architect. 
 The main problem of the My Certifications tool is again its accessibility only for IBM 
regular employees. The inputs and updates within the tool are based only on the voluntary 
approach of the employees. The information about previous certifications of an employee 
gained before he joined IBM is stated in his CV for sure, but in such a large company like 
IBM, the information might get left further unnoticed after the employee has been hired 
unless it is actively promoted. Generally in a large company like IBM, the employees 
should be encouraged to adequately promote themselves and their knowledge, to share it 
with other employees, present their innovation ideas and actively build their future career 
opportunities within the company. 
New approach  
 The My Certifications tool has been launched just recently and it is currently still filled 
mostly with records about IBM internal accreditations and certifications as these are 
reported automatically. If the company is experiencing increasing number of demands for 
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certified resources and invests in their upskilling, the achieved certifications shall be 
documented here and actively distributed to the stakeholders.  
 Both the Expertise Assessment as well as My Certifications tool shall be promoted by 
the people managers in the first place, who shall also ensure that every new employee 
creates his record in the tools within 2 months after hiring at the latest, submits also 
information about any previous certifications gained before becoming IBMer and that the 
employees update their certification records regularly.   
Gains 
 Based on the data from the Skill assessment tool and from My Certifications tool the 
company could improve its education activities and consequently enhance the future 
demand coverage possibilities. The data gathered from the tools would offer us a more 
accurate data foundation for education budget distribution and planning. The data will also 
help to better track the effectiveness of the education costs and its impact on the skill levels. 
Naturally for such tracking we would need to consider further factors as attrition, erosion 
etc. 
 The objective information about the skills in each of the IDCs would also provide the 
useful data to the engagement managers in IMTs while negotiating new business deals. 
Based on such information, they could optimize their offer for the particular IDC and 
provide the possible client with more accurate data.  
Risks / Issues
 For the new approach implementation I see following more significant risks or issues: 
• Possible legal issues with subcontractors’ skills assessment which could hinder the 
integration of the tools for IBM regulars and also subcontractors. 
• The need of large reorganizations in IDCs to reflect the global organization 
structure. 
• Possible resistance from the Business As Usual (BAU) managers, who are 
responsible for the service delivery from IDC, because of the time costliness of the 
new approach (audit interviews etc).  
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• Possible skepticism of BAU managers against similar resource and education 
management activities because no immediate direct impact on the BAU state is 
visible.  
• Sponsors’ lack of interest to participate in the assessment. 
Actions 
 Based on the above-mentioned risks and issues the following actions should be 
undertaken: 
• Discussion with the legal departments from global team and from affected 
countries about the possibilities of subcontractors’ skill assessment. As a result, 
adjustments in contracts might be required.  
• Communication campaign with the management to give them a clear 
understanding of the strategic impact of this new approach and of the tool itself. 
The campaign shall promote the gains of the new approach for the particular 
IDC (e.g. new better structured demands which could be submitted earlier 
would give the IDC higher flexibility in their realization, better overview about 
the skill level and skill gaps of the teams would enable more effective trainings, 
which shall result to fewer rejected demands, the solution could affect also 
employee’s motivation etc.) and consequently win the support among the BAU 
managers. 
• Possible organizational changes to correct the linkage of competencies and 
service lines with the right skills according the worldwide structure. 
In the implementation part, we would need to consider further actions: 
• Test / questionnaire design by SMEs from each area.
• Adjustment of the assessment tool which could be disposed also within the 
SSME initiative and cooperation with the universities (within student 
internships, as master’s thesis etc.). 
• Assessments relaunch.  
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9.2 Demand coverage 
  
 The demand coverage is the area of primary interest of the IDCs, because the demands 
are the commissions for the IDC. Naturally there is always space for innovation in the 
quality, flexibility of the service delivery and possible cost savings as well. The core 
problems identified within this area are rejected service demands, problems with shortage 
of high-level skilled professionals, lengthy lead-time until demand realization, unclear 
demand specification from the IMTs and others. 
9.2.1 Skill gap analysis 
 A well described problem with clear range which is understood by the stakeholders is 
the half of its solution. Every IDC experiences problems with rejected demands to some 
extent. Currently all the demands that come to the IDC are tracked in a dedicated workflow 
database, but the rejections are not analyzed in sufficient depth. While rejecting a demand a 
reason has to be provided, but this is in a text field format where the rejecter puts his/her 
comments. The analysis of such amount of unstructured information is naturally very 
ineffective and costly.  
 In this case a Root cause analysis (RCA) and the methodology of 5 Whys could help us 
better understand the reasons for these rejections.  
 The improved approach would suggest analyzing the reasons in text fields of rejected 
demands for a specific period of time by applying these methods and structure the reasons 
into categories and subcategories. Based on such structure the database design should be 
adjusted to provide a tree structure of options to be chosen by the rejecter. The text field 
area should remain as one of the last options for very specific demand rejection cases.  
Gains 
 This new structure would enable more reasonable categorization of the rejections, 
resulting in more predicative reporting. Analysis of such structured data can lead to more 
effective response actions and improvement plans. 
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Risks / Issues 
 Analysis and categorization of the current rejection reasons will be costly and the 
dedicated time-frame may be insufficient to detect all important rejection reasons. 
Actions 
 The demand rejection analysis shall be relaunched after a period of time to detect other 
possible important rejection reasons. Further design changes among categories and 
subcategories may be required within the tool. 
9.2.2 Upskilling 
 The skill gap analysis helps the company to reveal the reasons for demand rejections, 
but it doesn’t solve the problems, the responsive actions leading to improvement are 
desired.  
 As the IDC Brno grows and matures, there are more demands coming for high-level 
technical positions, often in a combination with specific language skills e.g. French or 
Italian on advanced level. The problem here is the unsatisfactory situation on the labor 
market. On the market there is generally a shortage of highly skilled IT professionals and 
additional advanced language skills in Italian or French are even rarer among the IT 
professionals in Czech Republic. For these reasons the IDC Brno has to start looking more 
closely in its own rows for suitable candidates and invest more in upskilling of its present 
employees.  
 For the language skills requirements IDC started its own internal language trainings for 
selected IT specialists. An advantage in such case is the variability among the employees, 
where often the employees’ mother language comes from a similar language group. For 
example the employees from Romania are anticipated candidates for the French courses 
(Romance language group), because of the expectations of faster progress thanks to the 
basic similarity of the languages. The language courses are currently very popular among 
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the employees, many of them visit also the voluntary courses after business hours (i.e. in 
their free time). 
 In the IDC there are already running programs for technical upskilling of IT specialists 
from one level to the next one (1st level specialist to 2nd level etc.) in some of the service 
lines. The top skills required by the market have been identified, so the focus in education 
shall relies even more on these particular skills. When such specialists are upskilled to the 
upper level, new employees can be more easily hired from the market for the positions they 
left. 
 As mentioned in previous paragraphs, the upskilling activities are naturally already 
running in all the IDCs, but as everywhere, there is still some space for improvement and 
cost savings.  
9.2.3 Internal trainers   
 Some of the employees possess except technical skills also teaching and mentoring 
skills. Especially the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) among the experienced employees 
have often gained enough expertise through the working process, that they can apply these 
skills while teaching some of the courses and training the newcomers. 
 There is also an option for such SMEs to pass further courses finished by a certification 
and become an IBM certified trainer in a selected area. The trainer’s profession can be 
certainly also an interesting career path for some of the employees.  
Gains 
• IDC should use internal trainers because this solution is cheaper than hiring an 
external company to run the trainings or fly in an employee from other IBM unit.  
• An internal trainer has a much better overview about the operative service delivery 
and related processes in the IDC. He can discuss and train solutions used directly at 
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IDC (for example solutions on a specific customer account), provide examples from 
the work experience and not only theory. An external trainer doesn’t have and 
shouldn’t have this kind of knowledge. As a result the training provided by an SME 
can be more effective, because it is directly focused on the necessary skills needed 
for the service delivery. 
• Trainers’ services of IBM certified trainers could be provided on demand to another 
IBM units or external customers. 
Risks / Issues 
• Potential legal issues hindering the trainers from IDC from providing external 
trainings.
• Missing student manuals, test labs or equipment for some of the trainings.  
• Missing education of the SMEs on how to effectively teach and train other 
colleagues. 
Actions 
 For the broader implementation of the internal trainers’ services, the IDC will have to 
cooperate more closely with the current course providing unit within IBM to establish the 
“train-the-trainer” classes for the applicants, accesses to their test labs and systems, course 
materials (student handbooks) etc. Also the necessary technological requirements need to 
be discussed. A potential Document of Understanding (DoU) shall be issued, to define the 
responsibilities and costs of such a cooperative solution. Based on this DOU, the pricing of 
the solution needs to be further assessed by the particular IDC to review its convenience.  
9.2.4 Virtual classes 
 Some of the courses for high level positions are very specific and therefore dedicated 
only to a few employees. Unfortunately, if there isn’t sufficient number of participants, the 
course run is very inefficient for the company. In this case, the number of classes during the 
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year needs to be reduced in order to collect more participants for fewer classes, but this 
solution leads to increased lead-time while fulfilling the demands. 
 The optional solution are the virtual classes which could be run with help of video 
streaming technology, as video- or web-conferences. The course itself would take place 
only in one location, but students from other IDCs could attend it as a web conference or 
watch the stream from the class and submit their questions via instant messaging, on a 
teleconference or through another interface.  
 Some of the courses which do not require the interaction with the instructor could also 
be transformed to self-teach e-learnings, which can be accessible anytime and are often free 
of charge.  
Gains 
• Broader education options. 
• Cost savings. 
• Decreased lead-time. 
• Possible cooperation and knowledge exchange among the IDCs. 
• Higher accessibility of the e-learnings (can be run anytime from any location). 
Risks / Issues 
 In this solution the claim is posed on its technological part – on technology and 
equipment necessary for the broadcast streaming, as well as on the equipment in the local 
training rooms with functional accesses to the test lab etc. Some of the necessary equipment 
needs to be purchased to enable such solutions, but the costs may outweigh the gains. 
 The video and web conference solution is also more complicated from the 
organizational point of view – we have to consider the cooperation of the involved IDCs, 
possible difference in time-zones, another cost distribution model needs to be used for such 
shared classes. 
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 Also solving of possible problems during the course (e.g. accesses do not work from 
the remote location, settings are not correct on some of the HW/SW equipment parts etc.) 
will be much more complicated during a virtual session compared to a classroom course. 
Actions 
 A closer analysis of the applicable courses and their gains would be required as input 
for the business case study and evaluation of the convenience of purchase of this equipment 
and solution implementation.  
 Analysis and testing of the necessary equipment needs to be done before the course 
launch. 
9.2.5 Education roadmaps 
 A large corporation as IBM offers to its employees a high variability of job roles within 
the company and broad career options. Possible transfers among different departments and 
tools like Local Opportunity Marketplace, where the employee can search for open 
positions within the company, are in place to lower the regretted attrition rate and support 
the talented employees in their search for more interesting and fulfilling positions. 
 Basically from every position in the IDC there are 3 different possible career paths – 
the technical, the managerial and the trainer career path. But often the employees do not 
have a clear idea about other possible job roles, their career possibilities and the necessary 
requirements to be fulfilled.  
 The education roadmap is an interactive overview of the follow-up courses heading 
towards a concrete education level (e.g. accreditation or certification) or another job role 
together with the requirements, information about the courses (form, duration, agenda...) 
and prerequisites. The roadmap is used for easier navigation and education planning.  
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 The education roadmaps are almost identical for the managerial and trainer career path 
in different competencies. Most variability we can find among the technical roadmaps, 
where it varies for each service line and job role.    
 Currently the education roadmaps are defined for some of the service lines and job 
roles as a voluntary activity of the service line community. The expansion of the roadmaps 
to all other service lines and the promotion of their usage would help not only the 
employees, but also in the upskilling and education planning process for determination of 
the necessary courses and their sequence to fulfill a concrete demand.  
 The roadmaps could have also a motivational effect on the employees and help 
lowering the regretted attrition rate. They shall provide a clear structured guide of necessary 
steps for the employee to another career milestone and also an overview of other 
possibilities. The roadmaps can form a foundation for employee’s communication with the 
manager about his/her personal further development.  
9.3 IDC skills management  
 All the above mentioned approaches could have a positive impact on IDC Brno’s and 
also IBM’s global competitiveness, but to be able to take the full profit from these 
improvements, they shouldn’t be deployed as individual solutions, but coordinated within a 
set of projects or the IDC skills management program worldwide.  
 The proposed approaches require a high level of cooperation of IDCs with IMTs and 
among different departments (education & resource management, finance, BAU 
departments in IDCs, business engagement teams in IMTs and others). Therefore I see a 
need for a global coordination team who would manage these approaches as related 
projects on a global scale.  
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The tasks to be performed by the global IDC skills management team would include: 
• analysis of the current state (retrieval of the foundational data from each IDC, 
comparison of the results among different IDCs, interpretation of the data), 
• definition of targets, measurements and standards in this area. 
• proposal of new improved approaches, creation of implementation plans, 
• promotion and preparation of these plans in IDCs, 
• pilot project management, its assessment and consequently the broad 
implementation of the new approach, 
• tracking of the progress with IDCs on monthly basis (tracking of the education plan 
and its fulfillment, tracking of the amount of courses dedicated to the top skills 
area, tracking of the education costs spent during the month and its alignment with 
the full year budget etc.), 
• discussion about possible issues in the IDCs, resolving the issues with the involved 
stakeholders, 
• tracking of the demands fulfillment in the IDCs, its alignment with the education 
plan, resolving of possible issues, 
• cooperation with the IMTs to support sooner and more precise demand forecasting, 
• cooperation with the SSME focal points about possible resources from the SSME 
initiative (i.e. from universities) for example for the new tools development. 
 Basically the IDC skills management team should help the local education and resource 
management departments in the implementation of the more effective approaches – 
implementation of the new tools, processes, measurements. The team shall support higher 
standardization as this will help to simplify and streamline the cooperation and also the 
transitions between the IDCs and IMTs. There is a strong need for globally integrated tools 
which could provide us a clear overview and trustworthy data basis for future decision 
making. 
 The global project / program management team can also help to resolve some of the 
problems more quickly, as various IDCs are often facing similar issues in education and 
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resource management area. The best practices and lessons learned from one IDC can be 
shared with others, to spare the time and effort needed to “reinvent the wheel“. 
9.4 Other activities 
 The previous chapters of the proposal part of this diploma thesis have focused more 
closely on the education and resource management area. They are based mainly on the top-
down approach where the new decisions on innovation approaches would come from the 
global management and the employees should just participate in these as requested. 
 However the new innovative ideas arise every day in the heads of many employees 
directly involved in the service delivery and many of these ideas can be very valuable to the 
company.  
 IBM presents itself as a highly innovative company, whose motto is simply “Think!”. 
The employees are encouraged to think about the jobs they are doing, about the 
effectiveness of their activities and about new approaches which could bring their job, the 
team and the company forward. There are also various programs and initiatives to support 
the innovative mindset of the employees e.g. the Innovation corner, the Innovation jams 
and various communities as already mentioned in the analysis chapters of this thesis. 
9.4.1 Mentoring and knowledge sharing 
"If HP knew what HP knows, we would be three times as profitable."  
Lew Platt, Former CEO, Hewlett-Packard [18] 
 The above quotation is simple but very true for all companies and IBM is no exception. 
If we could improve the internal communication and knowledge flow and support the 
innovative mindset of the employees, the quality of the provided service would probably 
rise significantly and so would the company’s competitiveness.    
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 Mentoring among the employees is a very interesting voluntary activity in which a 
more experienced employee (mentor) discusses subjects of interest with a less experienced 
one (mentee) - usually an employee who would like to take a similar career path as his 
mentor.  
 Mentoring joins two people together to achieve specific objectives for skills growth and 
development. The mentor has the skills, knowledge and experience that the protégé needs. 
The mentor agrees to share this know-how and act as a role model. 
 At IBM the employee can find his/her mentor or offer himself/herself as a mentor for 
others the official way through the global Blue Pages employees directory. A more 
frequently used and more personal way is to find a mentor simply among the colleagues. 
The mentoring activity is promoted by some of the managers within their departments, but 
it is based on a voluntary approach. 
 Where I see a gap in the promotion of innovation is the participation of the people 
managers in this process. Some of the managers are cooperating with their department 
members much more than others, whereas this approach is often carried also in the 
activities and approach of the employees. The promotion of innovation includes for 
example communication with the department members, asking for their ideas, presentation 
of new ideas and improvements, organization of department workshops to enable more 
effective knowledge sharing and intra-department training, promotion of mentoring etc. 
Also the audit interviews as part of the skill assessment could be used as a motivation tool, 
if orientated rather on the employee’s skills promotion than on fault-finding.  
Gains 
 Similar activities as mentioned in the paragraphs above applied in all departments 
could help to support the innovative mindset of the employees and increase their 
satisfaction and motivation. All the global tools and initiatives stay only lifeless tools until 
they get the required attention and promotion.  
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Risks / Issues 
 One of the risks is the potential aversion from the people managers because of the time 
costliness of such improvements (1:1 communication and audit interviews with every 
assigned employee, promotion of tools and activities which don’t have direct impact on 
service delivery etc). Some of the managers posses still more technically and product 
oriented thinking and under the load of other activities and responsibilities, which they 
shall perform, such initiatives have a only low priority from their point of view.   
Actions 
 Generally it would be very useful to organize more courses and conferences for the 
BAU managers on the service science topic to help them understand more closely the 
services’ specifics and service innovation. They should also get a better overview about the 
strategic intentions of the company and the alignment with their roles and responsibilities, 
which they shall consequently carry out to their departments and apply in practice. 
9.4.2 Attrition / Employees’ turnover 
 If the employees change on their positions too often, the quality of the service suffers. 
The company faces knowledge loss and higher costs on education. A large part of the 
knowledge comes with the experience and can’t be taught during a few days course.  
 Currently IDC Brno receives more and more demands for high level technical skills, 
but there is a shortage of such experienced professionals on the labor market. 
 The regretted attrition rate might be lower at this moment thanks to the global crisis, as 
the employees are looking for more stability, but this is probably just a temporary 
improvement. The company should start thinking about and planning other motivation 
initiatives which would attract the employees and convince them to stay with the company 
for a longer time. 
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 Some of the proposed improvements have been mentioned already in previous 
subchapters of the proposal part of this diploma thesis. Better overview about the further 
career possibilities, more accessible education offerings and supported certifications, more 
direct communication with the manager and other activities could help the employees get a 
clearer understanding of what IBM can offer them and what they can do for the company 
on the other hand. 
Company kindergarten 
 As already stated in the analysis chapter, the IDC Brno population age average is just 
around 30 years. Most employees are now starting their families, having children. IBM is 
generally very supportive in this area, there are programs for employees with small children 
or on maternity leave, which enable them to work from home, to reduce their workload just 
to part-time, to setup their schedule more flexibly etc. 
 This proposal, although it may be a bit different than the previous ones focused directly 
on service and knowledge, is therefore based on the situation within the company and the 
critical shortage of nurseries and kindergartens in Brno and generally in Czech Republic. 
Therefore I suggest that IDC Brno should consider establishing a company kindergarten 
where employees could place their children while they are at work. This decision could be 
supported by a proposed change in Czech legislative which would enable the companies to 
subtract the related costs from the taxes.  
Gains 
• Reduced turnover, therefore reduced education costs (lower spending on 
newcomers’ education, more funds for upskilling for high-level technical positions); 
• Increasing skill levels and quality of service, better supply for high level skill 
demands; 
• Increased employee motivation and satisfaction. 
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Risks / Issues 
• The legislative change is not approved yet. The proposed solution would need 
further analysis also for the case that the change won’t be approved, or will be 
approved only for a part of the tax deductible costs (e.g. only costs for establishing 
of the kindergarten will be counted as tax deductible but not its further operation 
etc.). 
• Possible infrastructure problems (finding the right place and capacity for the facility 
etc.) 
Expectations and proactivity 
 IBM is a very large company, which offers on one side a rich variety of opportunities 
and career growth. On the other hand it sometimes suffers from the typical cons of large 
organizations as increased bureaucracy, lower flexibility and lower interest in an individual. 
These conditions imply also worse overview about employee’s skills, strengths and suitable 
positions by the management. The employee is more responsible for his/her own 
satisfaction and career than in a small company where the employee’s supervisor can 
directly notice his/her talent in a specific area and help to promote it.  
 For this reason the employees at IBM need to be more proactive throughout the whole 
employment what naturally isn’t suitable for everyone. Timely communication on this 
subject could help to clarify the situation and avoid unfilled expectations from both sides – 
of the employee and his/her manager as well, which could result in dissatisfaction, poor 
performance or leaving the company.  
 There are many tools which can help the employee to promote his/her skills, 
knowledge, to find a suitable position or education courses and many ways how to get more 
information on different subjects. But in the end it is naturally the employee’s manager, 
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who shall be involved as the discussion partner regarding career and further development of 
the individual. 
9.5 Proposal summary 
In the previous subchapters I proposed other approaches to service innovation at IBM 
GSDC Brno which should lead to increased company competitiveness. The service 
innovation area is very broad at IBM, it spans over technological, organizational, up to 
education and resource management area.  
 Knowledge is considered to be the key competitive advantage in service economy in 
general. The imitation of new solutions is very easy and fast in the services’ area, new 
technological innovations in the IT area are being developed every day. The key-stone of a 
successful service company is its ability to invent and detect new desired service systems 
opportunities, but also its capability to adapt and provide on demand the requested services 
– in the right time, in the requested quality, by employees with the right skills. 
 To support this capability, the company should improve its educational and resource 
management activities, which will increase the effectiveness of the knowledge management 
within the company, increase the employees’ skill levels, reduce the number of rejected 
demands, decrease the lead-time necessary for demand realization and reduce the education 
costs.  
 First the company needs to uncover its current situation – focus on the improvement of 
the current skills and certifications overview as a data foundation for further decision 
making. For this reason I proposed the improved approach to the skills assessment and the 
future requirements of the proposed skill inventory database. 
 The current weaknesses and threats have been identified and summarized in the 
analysis chapters, in the proposal part of this thesis I discuss more closely some their 
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possible solutions e.g. upskilling, new ways of training, internal knowledge sharing and 
mentoring etc. Especially the internal knowledge sharing area would desire much more 
attention as this is from my point of view one of the most effective ways of how to increase 
the quality of the service.   
 The world of IT services is getting smaller and more interconnected every day. The 
service provided for various customers from all over the globe in a few offshore IDCs is 
currently the standard solution in this business branch. Therefore the proposed new 
approaches should be also a part of a global initiative - a globally managed program 
supporting the integrated tools and worldwide organization structures. Higher 
standardization within the company will help IBM to streamline its processes, enable more 
trustworthy data mining to support easier comparisons and more precise forecasting and 
decision making. It could also help to simplify the communication and negotiations with 
the IMTs and accelerate the progress of demand realizations.  
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10. Conclusion 
  
 The service sector currently stands for almost 60 % of Czech GDP, in large developed 
economies its contribution exceeds 70 % [7]. The employment rate within the service 
sector experiences continual growth, 56% of all employees in Czech Republic have been 
employed in services sector in 2007, the EU-25 average lies at 67,7% [2]. These numbers 
can help us imagine the potential of this sector and understand its importance within the 
global economy. But despite the importance if this sector, the productivity in services 
remains relatively low and the strategies used are based often only on intuition instead of a 
compact, explored foundation. Therefore there is a strong need for a shift in thinking from 
the product-oriented view to the service-oriented view to enable further economic growth.   
  
 Specifics of the service economy have been discussed in chapter 2. These specifics 
which the company needs to consider in its strategy and any of its activities form also 
different approaches to company competitiveness. The comparison of the strategies used in 
product-oriented economy and service economy is illustrated in chapter 3, together with the 
premises upon which these different approaches are based. 
 The service innovation as the area with largest influence on the company’s 
competitiveness is discussed in chapter 4. Due to the service specifics as intangibility, 
perishability, value co-creation with the customer and problems with measurement, the 
service innovation faces different challenges compared to product innovation. It creates 
demand for another skill set of the service professionals – demand for the so called T-
shaped professionals with wider knowledge across more areas.  
 Knowledge is considered to be the main source of competitive advantage in services. 
Therefore the proposals to service innovation in this master’s thesis are focused on the 
knowledge, education and resource management and employee motivation area in the 
company IBM GSDC Brno.  
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 The set of proposals covers the main necessary changes in this area – starting from 
improved proposal to data gathering about the current state (skills and certifications 
inventory), over the current problems, their causes (skill gap analysis) and improved 
solution proposals (upskilling, mentoring, technology driven education), up to new 
solutions which could support the employees’ motivation (kindergarten). These solutions 
call for a globally managed set of projects which shall support standardization and use of 
integrated global tools. 
 All the proposed solutions have been discussed as drafts from a high level point of 
view – their main gains, risks and issues which could hinder the implementation and 
actions which need to be taken to mitigate those risks. Naturally a deeper analysis and 
pricing would be necessary for each of the proposed solutions to responsibly evaluate the 
benefits, costs and convenience of the solutions, but this would go far above the scope of 
this master’s thesis.  
 There are also many other interesting topics suitable for further elaboration, which have 
been just drafted in this thesis – for example the service system lifecycle and innovation 
during its 3 phases, any of the smarter planet strategy areas or LEAN methodology 
application in services would be sure worth a deeper study.  
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